Practice Ballot 2 Schedule

- May 28, 2007
  - Draft of 0.2m (complete markup of 0.1m) in accordance with ballot resolution circulated to ETG
  - Comparison document of 0.1m to D2.1 (o header level 5) circulated to entire ETG
    - (Note: the documentation may be at higher level if nothing within the higher level changes to HL 5)

- June 4 PM
  - ETG Conference Call (Duration variable)

- June 8
  - Start of PLB2

- July 9
  - Close of PLB2
    - (Note: July 6th is deadline for submittal (and/or revision) of detached contributions for PLB2)

- July 16-20, 2007
  - PLB2 Comment resolution at 802.20 Plenary Session